PAR-D.07: 2:30-3:30 p.m. Radiating Is a Verb
Contributed – Andy P. Johnson, Black Hills State University, Spearfish, SD 57799

A radiation literate person understands what radiation is, where it comes from, and how it can do harm. This is a rare case in America. Students enter physics
courses - and typically earn a college degree - with undifferentiated views of radioactive sources, radiation, contamination, and radiation harm. Also students
also do not initially distinguish between ionizing and electromagnetic radiation. It all is one vague, bad thing – radiation. Many students talk about radiation as
something like a substance or an infectious agent. Beyond a widespread lack of education, part of the problem is the noun form “radiation” which suggests the
ontological category of “substance”. Coming to understand particles radiating is a key step in understanding radiation in general. This talk will characterize the
undifferentiated view, and propose that “radiating” is an idea to be aimed for in radiation literacy.

PAR-D.07: 2:30-3:30 p.m. Response Patterns by Introductory Physics Students on Mathematics Diagnostic Tests*
Contributed – David E. Meltzer, Arizona State University College of Integrative Sciences and Arts, Mesa, AZ 85212
Dakota H. King, Arizona State University

Over 5000 diagnostic tests consisting of about 20 high-school-level mathematics problems were administered in part or in full to introductory physics students at
four campuses of three large state universities; topics covered were trigonometry, algebra, geometry, and graphing. Despite substantial performance differences
among the four population samples, response patterns were consistent; they showed error rates ranging from 20-80% on problems involving mathematical skills
normally taken for granted by college physics instructors. Performance on algebra problems consistently declined when symbols were substituted for numerical
coefficients. Both written and interview data indicated that many errors were due to difficulty in combining basic operations in more complex problems, or perhaps by simple "carelessness" in doing so. Despite the wide variety of diagnostic topics, results on a very small subset of items predicted overall scores with high
accuracy. We will report initial results of testing an on-line instructional tool aimed at improving student performance.
*Supported in part by NSF DUE #1504986 and #1914712

PAR-D.07: 2:30-3:30 p.m. Using Diagrams as a Reflection Tool in Introductory Physics
Contributed – Catherine M. Herne, SUNY New Paltz, New Paltz, NY 12561-1135

MONDAY

Wyatt Mehmeti, SUNY New Paltz

We routinely employ diagrams along with self-reflection in introductory physics, as research has shown that performance on tests and overall conceptual understanding improve when students draw diagrams when reflecting on material taught in class. Our earlier study examined performance on tests and found that using
diagrams plus self-reflection led to moderate improvement on test scores. In the current study, we examined three areas: scores on tests, improvements in diagram
skill, and frequency of drawing unsolicited diagrams. We found that students benefited more from diagram-based reflections, rather than word-based. This session
presents the results of this study and implications for student success.

PAR-D.07: 2:30-3:30 p.m. Visual Attention While Interpreting Motion Graphs
Contributed – Jennifer L. Docktor, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse, La Crosse, WI 54601
Jose Mestre, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Motion graphs are an important part of learning kinematics, yet many beginning students struggle with graph interpretation. In this study, introductory physics students and graduate students viewed 42 different graphs of position, velocity or acceleration versus time on a computer screen while their eye movements were recorded using a stationary eye tracker. Participants were asked to match a region of the graph with a text description of an object’s motion. We will summarize key
findings about visual attention for selected questions and link these eye-gaze patterns to both question performance and audio-recorded explanations of reasoning.

PAR-D.07: 2:30-3:30 p.m. What do Students Know About Electromagnetic Wave Generation?
Contributed – Nickolas Gray, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27607
Robert Beichner, North Carolina State University

As part of a research project, we are interviewing students in a second semester introductory physics course as well as graduate physics students about the generation of electromagnetic waves. We have, so far, interviewed 43 intro level students and 20 graduate students. We found that only 10 of 43 intro students could
identify accelerating charges as a source for electromagnetic radiation. 15 of these students came from a course that used the Matter and Interactions text and 7
were able to identify accelerating charges as a source of EM waves. Fully half of the grad students could not answer correctly. If you restrict to graduate students
that do not work with radiation as part of their research, 7 of 8 graduate students could not answer correctly. We are continuing to search for specific types of difficulties as well as reasons why students do not seem to grasp this core concept.

Session PAR-D.08 Pre High School
Monday, July 20, 2:30–3:30 p.m.

Sponsor: AAPT

PAR-D.08: 2:30-3:30 p.m. A Model for Argumentation in Integrated STEM for Physical Science*
Contributed – Carina M. Rebello, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907-2040
Yuri B. Piedrahita Uruena, Jeffrey W. Murray, Purdue University

The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013) performance expectation includes a tight integration of eight science and engineering practices
and requires students to make deeper connections between science and engineering. One of the eight science and engineering practices emphasizes engaging in argumentation from evidence in both science and engineering contexts. An integrated STEM approach leverages teaching STEM content alongside STEM practices.
The development of meaningful learning experiences that foster deeper consilience among STEM disciplines and utilize argumentation to solve design problems
is a major goal of integrated STEM education. However, there are disciplinary distinctions in argumentation. We need to consider how various disciplines or communities of practice understand and implement argumentation. To that end, we propose a model for argumentation in integrated STEM. We will discuss implications of designing curricula in middle school context that integrates the learning of physics with other STEM disciplines while infusing argumentation.
*Supported in part by NSF Grant 1712201.

PAR-D.08: 2:30-3:30 p.m. Changes in Teacher Self-Efficacy In Knowing and Teaching Energy*
Contributed – Michael C. Wittmann, University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469-5709
Paul Wilson, Levi Lucy, University of Maine

Teacher self-efficacy is as important as teacher content knowledge: do the teachers see themselves as able to know and teach the material well? In the Maine
Physical Sciences Partnership, we worked with teachers to improve the teaching and learning of middle and high school physical science. As part of this work,
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